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Finite topologies and switching functions are investigated. We associate switching functions to 
families of subsets of a finite set as done for instance by Ad&m (Truth Functions and the Problem 
of their Realizations by Two-terminal Graphs [Akademiai Kiad<i, Budapest, I%%]); we consider 
then the special case where the families are (finite) topologies. We characterize switching 
functions which correspond to finite topologies, we associate certain functions, formed with the 
aid af subfunctions, to topologies on subspaces and on quotient spaces, and we use them to prove 
some theorems concerning these topologies and to reconstruct (in a certain weak sense) a 
topological space given the (quotient) spaces obtained by identifying one fixed point with each 
one of the others. 
1. IntroducttIon 
finite topologies and switching functions have received much attention in the last 
ten or fifteen years and are in fact interesting subjects in Combinatorics but their 
interdependence has not yet been as emphasized as we believe it &serves to be. 
h this note we associate switching functions to families of subsets of a finite set as 
done, for instance, in AdBm [I, p. 591 (we shalt say “famify of sets” instead of the 
more current: %et of sets”); this is a technique which, as far as we how, has not yet 
been fully e~pk~red. We consider the case where the families are (finite) topologies. 
We characterize switching functions which correspond to finite tapologies, we: 
asso&Ne certain functions, formed with the aid of subfunctions, to topologies on 
subsp~~es and On quotient spaces and we use them to prove some theorems 
concerning these topologies anct to reconstruct (in a certain weak sense) a 
topological space given the (quotient) spaces obtained by identifying one fixed 
point wi#h each one of the others. 
Nate that problems on the reconstruction of finite structures, probably due to the 
QifTicufties in settling the we11 known Ulam conjecture in thi: Theory of Graphs (see 
[t!$)5 #mm _#wm fiw to 8 ioe of r(esearch. & regards finite topologies, results seem 
scar=, &haugh Dzus [4] has succeeded in reconstructing a topological space, 
supwed to be corm~ct~d, TO and T5, from its induced subspaces on n - I points. 
I;lin&r note &at stating and salving the problems in this paper is equivalent o 
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establishing certain boolean functional equations which are then solved by ad hoc 
&vices. Boolean functional equations are briefly referred to in several textbooks 
(see, for example, (3, p. 911) but their importance and the need of new methods for 
ding 1~4th t em is best pointed out by Rudeanu [7] who says that a specific theory 
avoiding the usual reduction of the given boolean functional equation to B system of 
ordinary boolean equations [7, p. 641 would be desirable; in fact the number of 
unknowns in the transformed !system increases expo:Is%ially with the number of 
variables of the unknown functions. Such a theory seems however not $0 be 
avaitabte; we have thus to II’CS+X? to ad hoc devices. 
Only a few fundamental concepts of general topology (see, for instance, [2]) are 
needed in this paper. We briefly recall them here: 
L&A ={o:,...* a,) be a (finite) set and ~4 I; @?A a f4qily of sets, called open sets, 
such that 8, A E Se and joins and intersections of members of S# are also in SB. We 
y sd is a finite topology (on A) and (A, &) !6 a finite topological space. 
tit B c A and 3 c 4ps. Then (B, @) is called a subspace of (A, d) 3 
={S~S=BnQhQEd). We also say that & induces 48 (o~ 8). 
Finally, (D, 9) is a quotient space, i.e., a space obtained from (A, d) by a given 
topological identification, iff its elements &, . . ., d are the equivalence classes [tzk ] 
of the elements of (A, d) yielded by the identification and its open sets are defined 
by resorting to the natural mapping # : A + D, where I,/?@) = [cz~] =4, by setting 
S E ja iff #-‘(S)Ei .NZ; (D, 9) is in fact a topological space and 9 is the finest 
topology such that # is continuous. 
A few basic concepts on switching functions will also be recalled now (see, as 
general references, [l, $73). First we define a switching function (briefly: swf) as a 
funcaion )c : B” + B, where B = (0, I) is a binary (boolean) algebra. As in [8]? we 
define the order of a swf as the minimum number of variables on which it actually 
depends, i.e., which are required in any expression of the function. The only 
constants in B, 0 and 1, are said to be of order zero. 
It is well known that 
(Vf)(Vi): f = f(Xi =O)*Zi + f(Xj = l)‘Xi, (0 
where, in the right-hand side, we indicate only the variables which are assigned 
constant values together with these values. As a consequence of (I) we have: 
p is independent of X, C--r, f(xt = 8) = ffxi = 1) 
es+ f=f(xd=o)=f(xi=l). (2) 
A * &function of f is f itself (the non-proper subfuncnipn) or any function 
~btaj~~d from i by assigning constant values to one or all the variables of f; 
s~b~d~~t~~ns are proper if not identical with fi Obviously, when J is indepndent of 
~bfun~tions are also independent of xi. 
Schwartz [S] has proved that an swf of order n Xl has at least two subfunctions 
of order m for WI = 1,. . .) n - 1. -Moreover two swf’s of order n > Q have the same 
proper subfunctians iff they are identical or one is the so-called alternating 
symmetric fun tion on ft variables, denoted ar,, and the other is its complement,, 6 . 
cyII is defined rmmively by setting ar = &x, + x2X1 and ou, == zJ& -, + x,ty, - 1. This 
rest lt is equivalent o the possibility of reconstructing an swf of order n 2 2, distinct 
from a, and &,, once its proper subfunctions are known (although no algorithm is 
given in [8]). As already said we are going to associate families of subsets to swf’s. 
An swf associated to a famiiy of topological open sets wiii be called topological. As 
a consequence from Theorem f, to be proved in Section 4, Q, and 6, cannot be 
both topological swf’s. Hence a topological swf of order n 3 2 is determined by its 
proper subfunctions. From the topological point of view, the partial derivatives (see 
[7]) of f(x1, l * ‘* x,), namely (3f/aXi = f(x, = O)+ f(x, = I), are more interesting than 
the subfunctions. As we shall see, ;If/ax, is the topological swf of the subspace 
induced on A - {ai}. 
The reconstruction problem solved by Das [4] means that the topological cwf of a 
connected, TO+ Ts space may be recovered from its derivatives ~?f/ ax, (i = 
1 T l l ‘9 n). Note that when f is independent o-l’ x,,. we have aflax, = fi Moreover, 
derivatives of higher order af/ax,, * + * ax, may l>e defined recursively in an obvious 
way and when f does not depend on xi,, . . ., x+ we have also af!ax,, l l l i$, = f. 
3, Switching functions, families of subsets and i’hite topologies 
Let A ==(al,...,aA) and S tc: A. Associate with each element Q, a boolean 
variable xi and with S a minimal switching polynomial of order n, namely x ; l l . X; 
( i.e., a conjunction of the n literals x!, . . ., x,, each appearing once, either 
compkmented or not), where x: = xc iff cll E S, x { = f, iff a, $Z S. If 9 is a non-empty 
family of subsets of A, then an swf on YR variables may be associated to 9 by taking 
8s minimal polynomials in the disjunctive normal form of f (see is]) those which 
correspond to the members of % Relatively to IZ#, X, wit1 be caked its indicator. 
Nate that the disjunctive normal form (briefly: dn !F) of f which really matters is the 
one expressed on the n indicators: recall that J’(x . . . ., x,) has dnf’s on any number 
m B 4s of variables. Unless otherwise stated, when we say dnf of f(xl, . . ., x,) we 
mean the dnf of f on the n variables xl,. . ., x,. 
The special. case which concerns us is the cat P v&ere 9 is a topslogv on A. Swf’s 
which correspond to topologies will be called t pological. For instince, if A = 
J- (al, az), then f&, x2) = x1x2 + XI,& + x& -+ %x2 = 1 and h(x[, xz) = x1x:! + %& car- 
1, : respnd to th&iiscrete and the trivial topologies respectively. We see now which 
topologica! swf”s correspond to the subspaces anQ the quotient spaces of a given 
space. 
]FQX 8 while get f be any swf (not necessarily top&ogical) associated to a family 9 
of subsets of A. Writing A, = A -- (a,), it resulits from the definitions that the 
subfjunction g = f(xi = 0) corresponds to a family 3 = {G 1 G E 9 h G n {a} = 8) 
and the subfunction h = f(& = 1) to X={HIHE~A~hHU{al)E9}. Obvi- 
ously, 3 i;l~; 9 but it is not true that 2’ c 9. At first sight, g and h may be viewed as 
functions of n variables (which do not depend actually on xl). Since 8’ is explicitly 
nd as a family of subsets of A,, it is more correct to regard h as a function of 
By (2) we conclude that f is independent of xi iff, for any I3 2 A, B U (at} and 
J3 - (4) are either both in 5 or both not in SF: Moreover the derivative i9f/t?xr 
corresponds to a family % = {K 1 K = Ai n F A F E 9). As a consequence, if f is 
the topological swf of (A, d), then af/aX, is the topological swf associated to the 
topology induced by JJ! on Ai. 
The generalization to subspaces induced by d on an arbitrary subset of A, say 
A* A - (a,,, . . ., u& is immediate. The same reasoning used successively shows 
that the topological swf associated to such a space is the derivative af/ax,, l l l ax,. 
The topological swf associated to a quotient space (D, 9) of (A, d) may alrso be 
written in terms of subfunctions off, as follows: Let, for i = 1, . , ., r, di = {a,, . . ,, nip) 
be the equivalence classes of the identification. Let St be the set of indicators 
l .& . * ., x+} and yi the indicator of dr. Writing, for brevity’s sake, Si = ci instead of 
&, f:: l . * = % = cl, we have, as topological swf of (D, 9), 
dY 1, l * .? yr) = c f(S*=d ,..., s,=c:)y+y:, (3) 
c i,....c’fi@, 1)’ 
where, for i = 1 ,...,t; y:= y, whenever cl= 1, and yi= j;, whenever c:=O. 
This formula results immediately from the definition of open set in (D, 9) and 
the fact that an swf is equal to 1 precisely for those sets of values which make one of 
the minimal polynomials in its dnf equal to 1. 
The case where only two elements, say ai and t+, are identified is specially 
interesting in the sequeE and we state here the corresponding formula, for tater 
reference. Note that the names of the indicators are immaterial; we use therefore x1 
as indicator for [{ai, u]}] and xk for [{Us}]. We obtain 
We end this section with the almost trivial observation that two finite topological 
spaces are homeomorphic iff, by a convenient choice of the indicators, their 
topological swf’s have the same dnf’s on these indicators. 
4. cbara&&&knt of tupolf@eti switching fmctions 
ive now a characterization of topological swf’s in terms af subfunctions and 
n material implication operator. Recall that f -+ g (where + (stands 
at&al implication operator) is the same as f U g. When f --, g = 1, rive call 
, 
1 , 
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f an implicant of g (rusk that the word implicant has usually a more restricted 
sense). By definition, f -+ g = I iff g = 0 and f I: 1 never occur together. We state 
now: 
Tbrem I. f(q,. . ., x,) 2s a t~pd~gical swf i&he fullowing three conditions hold : 
(a) f(O** l l, 0) = 1 and f(1,. . ., 1) = 1. 
(b) For any partition of (I, . . ., n} into two sets, (a, . . ., b) and (y, . . ., S), 
f( x, = . l l = xe = f ) x, = 6 l l = xa = 0) = I ij!T no i E (a, . . ., b} exists such that 
f( x7 zz... = X$ = q-.+gi zff 1. 
(c) For any partition of (1,. . ., n) into two sets, (a,. . ., b) and {y,. . ., S}, 
f( ]la=-=xb=O, xY=-=x6=1)=1 iff no E(a,...,b] exists such that 
fr( x, ‘- . . l = XfJ = 1)-+X, = 1. 
Proof’. It is enough to see that this result is the boolean way of saying that a given 
family 9 of subsets of A = {al,. . ., a,} is a topology iff the following three 
conditions hold: 
I(a’) 0, A E 9. 
(b’) A set is a member of 9 iff it is a join of members of 9. 
(c’) A set is a member of 9 iff it is a meet of members of 9 (finite topologies!). 
‘Ihe equivalence of (a) and (a’) is trivial. Concerning the equivalence of (b) and 
(b’) note first that the following statements are equivalent: 
Sl. f(x, =***=x$ =O)-+j3i =l. 
S2. It never occurs X, = 1 and f(xT = . + l = x6 = 0) = 1. 
S3. The conjunction J’i8, l l l x’a never appears in (a minimal polynomial of) the 
dnf of f (x,, . . ., _J.~ ).
Hence the following statements are also equivalent: 
S’l. No i E {a, . . ., 6) exists such that f (x, = l l l = xb = O)d f, = 1. 
S2. No i E (a,. . ., b} exists such that the conjunction xi& l 9 l at8 never appears 
in the dnf of f+ 
S’3. For each i E {a, . . ., b), the conjunction X& l l l fB appears in the dnf of f 
§*4. For each i E {a, . . , b} there is a member of 9 containing it but not y, . . ., 6. 
IVow9 as pointed out above, if f is topological, then 9 is such that a set is in 9 iff 
it is a join d sets in s;&. S’4 means then that {a, . . .., b) E 3. Hence (b’) implies (b). 
Conversely, if f satisfies condition (b), then this means that {a,. . ., 6) E 9 iff nt3 
i E (a,. . .) b) exists such that f(x, = l = . = x#, = O)+ 2, = 1, i.e., iff for each 
i E (a, . . ., b} there is a member of F containing it but not y,. . -, S. Hence (b) 
implies (tr’). 
Finally, concerning the equivalence of (c) and (cl), we have first the following 
f3quiva(lent statements: 
RI. f(X,=***~X~=l)*Xi~l. 
IR2, It nevgzroccurs@=l and f(x,=-=xs=f)=l. 
R3. The conjunction 2$x? l * l xs never appears in (a minimal polynomial of) the 
drf of f(xt, . . m, x,). 
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Now the foliowing ones are also quivalent: 
R’l. No i E (a,. . ., b) exists SUCH that f(x, = l l l = ~6 = l)+ xi 5 1. 
R’2. No i E {a,. . ., b) exists such that the conjunction &xI - l - x8 never appears 
in the dnf of f. 
R’3. FQT each i E {a,. . ., b), the conjunction &X, l l 9 x6 appears in the dnf of fi 
R’4. For each i E (a, . . ., b) there is a member of 9 not containing it but 
containing y, . . ., 8. 
Now if f is topological, then 9 is such that a set is in 9 iff it is a meet of sets in 9, 
R’&s means then that (y, . . ,, 8) is in 95 Hence (c’) implies (c). Conversely, if f 
sattsfies (c), then this means that (y, . . ., S) E 9 iff no i E {a,. . ., b) exists such that 
f( A ‘, == .z X8 = 1)+x, = 1, Le., iff Thor each i E {a,. . ., b) there is a member of 9 
no; comaining it but containing y, . . ., 8. Hence (c) impiies (cl). Thus the theorem is 
proved. 
A final remark is that, instead of condition (c), we can state 
(c,) For any partition of (1,. . ., n} into two sets {a,. . ., b) and {y,, . .) a), 
f(~.: = l l l = it, = 1, X, = l l * = x6 = Cl) = 1 iff no i f {y, . . ., 6) exists such that 
f( x, - -- . . , = Xb = 1)+x, = 1. 
The only advantage is that Theorem 1 can be restated in a more compact form 3s 
foll0ws: 
Theorem I*. f(x,, . . ., x,) is a tupobgical swf iff: 
(I) .il --in and x1-- x,, are minimal polynomials in the dnf off; and 
c2 . ) x, l a - x& l l - f8 is a minima!polyi~omial in the dnf off iff, for i E {a,. l ., b}, it 
-3 JZi zz 1, and for i E {y,. . ., S}, it is not 
Concerning what we have pointed out in the introduction, Theorem I is 
equivalent o saying that the topological swf’s are those which satisfy the following 
5);stu-r~ of functional boollean equations: 
0) f(x,=*~~=~“=O)=f(r~=.*.=x”-l)=~, 
(ii) f(x, =...=x~= l,~,=.~==~~=~)~l 
(iii) f(.~~ = . . . = xb = 10, x, = . . . = Xa = 1) z f 
= A 
iE4o. .b; 
f(q =: .-a = x6 = I)+ x,$1, 
t 
i) and (iii) must hold for any {a,. . ., b} E PA and {y,. . ., 6) is the 
ent qf (a,. . .‘I b) relatively to A. 
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5. n-spaces with topological swf”s of order m <: n 
An swf associated to a tc@ogy on a set of TV elements may be of order m < n. 
Concerning this fact, some interesting results may be prtsved. 
As in Section 3, let 4 = {a{,, . . ., a,), let S1 = { rll, . . ., xIp} be the corresponding set 
of indicators and let y, be the indicator of S,. We stat:: 
Theorem 2*. If ihe function f(xi, . . ., x,) associlzted to the topological space (A, 9) 
&es not a!epend on the variables of SI, then the subspace induced on A -- d, 
( = A - far,, . . ., ai,)) is homeomorphic to any space obtained from (A, 9) by 
topological identijication of a91 elements in (a,} U di, where a, is arbitrary in A - 4. 
Proof. It may be achieved by noting that the respe Give topological swf’s are equal 
and expressed in the same number of variabtes. Without loss of generality, suppose 
that di = {an_-p+l,. . ., a,). Since, by hypothesis, 1’ does not depend on the variables 
of St (now Xn-.p*l,.... x,), the topological swf of A - di is aflax,, -P+l l - - ax, = f. 
Moreover, no subfunction of f depends on the variables x,~-~+~, . . ., x,. Hence, for 
1 S j S n - p, f(Xj = 0) and f(xj =. 1) do not depend on x~-,,+~, . . .  x,. Writing C’ 
instead of (c&,, . . ., CL} and X instead of (x~~.,,+~, . . .,x,}, we have: 
f?fk = l)/ax”-,+, l l l ax, = f(Xj = l)= c f(x, = 1,x = C’). 
’ ‘Emw 
Since the terms in each of the disjunctions ana all equal, we get: 
f = f(Xp = 0) ’ $1 + f (X, = 1) * Xj = f(Xj = 9, Xn-p*] = l ’ ’ = X, = 0). rS, 
The right-hand side of this equaiity is precisejy the topological swf of the space 
obtained by identification of all elements in (aj} U d,, and j is arbitrary in 
0 , . . ., P1 - p}. Hence al1 spaces have topological swf’s which are equal and may be 
expressed on the same variables. The spaces are therefore homeomorphic and so 
the theorem is proved. 
The converse of this Theorem is not true as seen from the following counterex- 
ample: Let A = (1,. I ., It) and let s1 be the trivial topoklgy (9, = (0, A)). The 
suaspace induced on A - (n} is homeomorphic to al1 spaces obtained by identifica- 
tion of IV and i (i = 1,. . ., n - 1) but the swf corresponding to (A, 9,) depends on x,. 
However, there exists a topology 9 on A, namely Y = {@, A, (1,. . l , n - 11, (n 1). 
yi&ing the same quotient spaces and the same induced subspace A, and with a 
@~&~gicat swf independent of n,. A generai statement concerning this is Theorem 
3 below. 
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Note that, in the proof of the preceding theorem, the convenient choice of the 
indicators plays an important role. In fact, the topological swf’s of two homeomor- 
phic spaces may havt: different dnf’s even when both spaces are defined on the same 
set For instance, -6th A = (I, 2,3,4), topologies % = {a, A, (I, 2,) and $2 = 
, A,(3,4)} are h*omeomorphic but the dnf’s of their swf’s are distinct. 
When dealing with the problem of reconstructing a space A from a family of 
quotient spaces of A; we have in fact to distinguish whether the given quotient 
spaces are “labelled”’ or not. If not, then we may choose the “labets” freely and we 
may prove the folh4owing result: 
Theorem 3. Given n - p topokqicai spaces (each with n - p points) which are 
homemorphic, thtrre e&s a topoiogy 9 on an n-set A = (al, . . ., a,, ) such that the 
iven spaces are those objained by identification of each one of the elements 
ai, . . .? a,-, with the set of elements (an-pcl, . . ., a,,) and the swf of 9 is independent uf 
x n p*i .**, x,,. Moreover, the subspace induced m A - (a,.-,,I,. . ., a-} is hameomor- 
phic to the given spaces, 
Pro& We suppose that g(y,,. ..? ynap) is the topological swf associated to each 
ane of the given spaces. Let us write x1,, . ., xnwp instead of yl,. . ., Y,,-~ respectively, 
and farm the following function: 
f( Xl, .~.,xn)=g(x,,...,x,-, ' ) P 
>< XI n-p+) l l l dl 9 
> 
where the disjunction runs over ail minimal polynomials on the variables 
Xn-p*l,. l ., xl. 
it is obvious that f does not depend on x”-~+~, . . ., xH. Hence afIt&-,+I l l l ax,, = 
f = g, which means that, if f is a topological swf on A, then the induced subspace on 
A -(a,.,+,,.... a,} is homeomorphic to each one of the given n - p spaces. 
Moreover, for each j = I , . . ., n - p, we have, as topological swf of the space 
obtained by identification of a/ with {an-p+l,. . ., a,}, 
which proves that these quotient spaces are in fact the given n - p spacta 
To show now that f is in far:t a topological swf recall Theorem 1’. Condition (1) is 
clearly satisfied because g is, by hypothesis, topological. As regardis condition (2), 
notefirst that m =x+ xi is a minimal polynomial in the dnf of f ilff x i l l l x kp is a 
minimal polynomial in the dnf of g. Since g is topological, x4 l l - X& + 8 l & is a 
minimal polynolmial of the dsf of g iff, for each i E {a, . . ,., b}, it is not 
(x, = l - c = xs s (I)--* gj = I (which amownts to saying that the conjunction 
x,&, - - * $5 appears in the dnf of $1 and, for i E>(y, I l ., a}, it is ROE 
gk =.*.= X& = l)+Xi= f (which amounts to saying that the conjunction 
.Q, * * l pears in the dnf of g). 
5. 
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Since, in fi su;+l- . . .rll Gach conjunction of variables wh’ich is a minimal polynomial of g, 
all posxibie conjunc:+ns x:.-,,+, l - l d, always appear, we see it is immaterial which 
of thlese variables x~-.~+~, . . ., x, are comp’:emented and which are not com- 
plemented in tzt. As a consequence, if g is topological, then f is also topological. 
This proves the theorem. 
A final remark: it has not been proved that, given (A, T), the homeomorphism of 
the spaces obtained by identification of each a, (j = 1,. . ., n - p) with 
( a n-p*!, * l *t a,,} implies that the subspace induced on A - (an-p+lr.. .,a,) is 
homeomorphic to them. Theorem 3 ensures only that, in this case, we may obtain, 
by conveniently renaming the variables of some or all quotient spxes, a new 
topological space (A, 9’) which yields them by topological identification and such 
that the subspace induced on A - {a,-.,,r,. . ., a,) is also homeomorphic to them. 
6. Weak reconstructions of finite topological spaces 
In this section we investigate the problem of reconstructing atopology on a finite 
set A = {a,, . . ., a,} given the quotient spaces obtained by identification of one of 
the elements, say un, with each one of the others. 
In the strong version of any reconstruction problem, the given structures (in our 
case, topologies) are known only up to isomorphism (in our case, homeomorphism). 
Das 141, for instance, deals with the strong reconstruction of topologies on A given 
the induced topologies on A - (a,} for i = 1, . . ., n. The given topologies are known 
up to homeomorphism and the original topology is found also up to homeomor- 
phism, but only under the severe restrictions tlhat it be connected, To and I&. 
The results we present now hold for any finite topologies. But they are weak in 
the sense that we are given “labelled” topologies, that is to say, in each given 
topology it is known which element comes from each element in the space we want 
to reconstruct. We know that the given spaces were obtained by identification of a,, 
and aj (for j = l,, ..,JI - 1). However, &e may or may not know which j corre- 
sponds to each given space. When this is known the reconstruction is clearly still 
weaker. 
Xn the first case, suppose that the problem is solved and let f*(xl, . . ., x,) be the 
topological swf of A. By (4), the topological swf’s of the spaces obtained from A by 
identifying a, and a, may be written, for i = 1,. . ., n - I, 
g”’ (XI,. . ., x,_,) s= f”(x, f xj = 0) l rsj + f*(x, = x, = I) l x,. (5) 
Now suppose we are given functions g&j (x,, . . .? x,-$ Let us form f&l, = . ., x,) as 
Mlows: 
We show that the minimai polynomials in f* and f are the same except for 
V . s . X, _ I fm ilRd if1 ’ l l & r~, which may appear in $* without appearing in t In 
i;ct let rot be a minimal polynomial in f*. Suppo~ m hws SOIIIIC x; such thitt either 
fin z: s l X,X, (3~ m -s s * .f,& (J is a conjunc~Gan nf the other tt - 2 variables). This 
means that, i!l g-‘, we have s * x, or s 8 fl, respectively, as minimal polynominl~. ln f 
n d l X~X~ or ,F 9 if,&, respectively, a8 minimal paiynnmialu~ 
Ict m ire ti minimel polynamiul in f zliy the very defitrition of f$ it is 
& and n;z Ii * * ’ f,, .lx,,. Hence, there is s&me j such that %,& or X+G, 
04, and m appears in, say9 gna’ (x, 2~ 0)’ &%. Writing 1p1 =1z s . jz$,,, s 
*t (x, = O), i.e., 3 appears in f * (x8 = x, = O), hence m appears in f *. 
only pains now is whether the minimal polynemial~ x1 6 v l x,, . i & and 
@x,, musst bs: added ta f or not. If f is a tagolqgical swf, then we nexd ttat 
adds Ihem; in fact, f is a solution of our problem, although the addition of one or 
both thcsc polynomials could also yield a solution, If J is not 8 topological swf, then 
we hlsvc ta add one of them or both. 
Theorem I* and its proof, it ;5?ay be seen that xl 9 0 l xnl l f, muut be 
i,foreachiE(l,...,n- I), the conjunction x& appears in a tmx~ of f; 
~irnil~~ly, iii,, l * 9 f,, . #x,, must he added to f iff, for each i E (1,‘ e ., n - l), the 
~~~~ju~~t~~)~ 3,x,, app~ats in a term off. In fact, as regards the first ssscttian, we note 
the follrpwing (for the second assertion sitnilar reasonings hold): - In accordance 
with condition 2 in Theorem I *, we know that x, 1 9 1 x& 1’ l dTb is n minimal 
~~ly~~~rni~~l in the dnf a topological swf F ifF, for i E (a,. . *) b}, it is nnt 
12(X, z? l . . 5 and for i E {y, ” e ,, 8), it is net 
F(x, “” . . . z 1. This is equivalent to suying that x, + e e x& * 0 * & is a 
minimal pcblynomial in dnf of ;I topological swf F 8, for i E {a, . . .* u), F 
contains the conjunction f, + . s &x, in some minima1 polynomial and, for i E 
4Y . . . -. 6). x;’ contains the canjunctkxt x, * * * x& in same minimal polynomiaL In 
our RX thrc sets (d,. . ,, 6) and (y* . , ,, 8) ate equal to (1,. . ., ti +- J) and {rr), 
r~~p~~tiv~ly, Hence our assertion f~~~llaws imm&dMely. 
ain WC recall the Intrr;duction and point out that the solution of this prcrhlem is 
c@valent to solving the fallowing ~yritem of functional boolean c?quationst 
(j) f-y [g”‘(q =O)$.& +g”‘(x, * f)*x,x,], 
i*l 
hf. Suppose the x functions arc not c<luitil; iIt lcir\t CJI~C of ~IICVI. S;IJ R ‘, 
contains one iLrm which does nol irpiWar in, say, g*. I.ct this Icrm hc A ,1, * * * I 1, , 
coming cithcr from x I., a . 0 x :I, , x, or A ,1, + f - xi_ , f,. Suppo~ it comcc from the tIcfrill 
with X, (the other CHAC is sirniliir). Then litcritlls which correspond 10 iI.. .,j, Irlust 
appecrt non-complcmcntcd, otherwire S: could not be (iI. . . ., i, ). Hl~l in such il :.IW 
the term should i\ppcltr also in p I, 11 cant rrrdiction. Hcncc 1 hc ;~ci\crt~on i\ pro~~~l 
Finally note that WC have supped I# n - ! - I. When n is CVC~I tfiis is it IWily\ 
the CIW. When n is odd WC may have I - n I 1. WC have then. f(jr cilchl ~;VCII 
function, two p.Fsihle sets, say ‘SL and 3:. According 10 our previous n0tiItIW. WC 
have ‘s!, = (a,. . . ., a,} or ‘SL - {(J.. (. . . ,. CL ,) for rhow functions whcrc- ttz ;~l’p:atS 
and ‘S:, = (u,+l,. ., a,-,} or “S: = (al, l .., a,), respectively, for those functions 
where m does not appear. 
A new term, say p, may also give rise to two possibilities, say ‘Si and ‘Sk or to just 
one, say Si. when p yields two possibilities, the two terms m and p yield! upon 
intersecting their corresponding S sets, four possibilities. We obtain of course four 
families o!! sets S. A family where some S is empty is excluded: this happens often 
in practical cases; moreover the terms which give rise to just one possibility also 
contribute to excluding some of the possibilities. Huwever, at the end we may have 
several solutions. For example: 
Given g ’ = X&fXI.a + R, gz = X&x13% + I?, g3 = xI,&X~& + R and g4= 
X~,&X~X, + R (where R = x:x2x3x0+ 2&R3s4) and taking M = xIx&X4 and p = 
&&x3jl;, we obtain IWO families of sets S which are all empty and two families with 
no empty set S. Their sets are, in one of them {3,4) for g’ and g’, {I, 2} for g3 and g4, 
and in the other one (i, 2) for g’ and g2, {3,4] for g3 and g4. The first corresponds to 
a topology whose open sets are: { 1,2); {3,4}; 0; {I, 2,3,4,5); { 1,2,3,4}. The second, 
to a topology whose open sets are: {1,2,5); {3,4,5}; 0; (1,2,3,4,5); (5). 
A final remark is that, when an algorithm or program is used, we may take 
successive terms and stop as soon as all sets are singletons or as soon as all terms in 
the given functions have been scanned. 
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